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The 21-Day Sugar Detox Daily Guide takes you day-by- day through Diane Sanfilippo’s
popular 21-Day Sugar Detox (21DSD) program. This engaging and colorful book was
created to give you new insights on how to succeed based on feedback that Diane has
received over seven years of running the program. You’ll learn what to expect each day
of the Detox, from how your body might be responding to how you might be feeling
mentally.

Inside you’ll find:

• Meal prep tips and tricks to make cooking easier
• Motivational moments to keep you going
• Journal space to track your experience and progress
• More than 50 mouthwatering recipes that won’t leave you feeling deprived
• Recommended products and brands to make your 21DSD easier
• … and so much more!

Beginning one week before your 21-Day Sugar Detox and wrapping up one week after,
you’ll be guided completely through the process of stripping sugar, sweet foods, and
“bad carbs” out of your life. You’ll learn how best to prepare yourself for the program
and ease into the change, as well as how to ease out and incorporate what you’ve
learned while on the program into your everyday life thereafter.

Since 2010, the 21-Day Sugar Detox has helped hundreds of thousands of people bust
sugar and carb cravings through the original book, cookbook, online program, website
(at 21daysugardetox.com), Certified 21DSD Coaches, and various social media
platforms. Now you can dive into the Detox with confidence, knowing that you’ll be
guided every step of the way!
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From Reader Review The 21-Day Sugar Detox Daily Guide: A
Simplified, Day-By Day Handbook Journal to Help You Bust Sugar
Carb Cravings Naturally for online ebook

Devin says

Diane took a lot of time trying to make this detox fun. I would recommend this to someone who has not had
a lot of nutritional changes because it holds your hand through the whole process:
there is more focus on motivation, with inspiring quotes appearing on every few pages, and answering
objections to the detox (both before and during the 21 days);.steps to take before the detox (what to buy,
mental preparation), the meals for the detox, day-by-day, and even a Post detox guide, where certain foods
are introduced. Alongside the quotes and blurb about nutrition, is included a journal to include your results
and feelings; all of the pages are well organized.There are also many colorful, fun guide sheets that help you
through the detox, but are stand-alone for nutritional wellness. Diane made sure to include relevant
information on how sugar and hormones drive cravings, energy, and health. Just like in her previous book,
Practical Paleo, she makes all of the complicated biology and physiology plain and simple. The recipes look
really yummy and easy to make. I'm going to try a few.

Notes:

Your decision not to eat or drink something is no one's business but your own ( 29). create in the
environment that you need to support yourself as a huge element of building discipline. Don't arrive hungry
at a party or social event and then act surprised if there's nothing 21 detox day friendly for you to eat (31).

Long ago, the only sweet tasting Foods available or fruit and honey, which were nutrient-dense and available
only seasonally. Therefore, our ancestors eat far fewer calories from sweet foods and then we do today, will
we have sugar laced Foods available to us all the time. will we eat sugar, the dopamine response would
encourage us to continue the search for that pleasurable feeling. This would be an inherently bad thing if you
were receiving the signals from eating nutrient-dense sources of sugar, like berries, in the context of an
overall healthy, balanced diet. But that's not what happens today. Today, it's most often refine forms of sugar
that are empty of nutrients that are triggering the release of dopamine, which leaves you with a constant
desire for more sugar! (34) food manufacturers often use multiple types of sweeteners to avoid listing a
single sweetener as the first (that is, the most abundant) item in the ingredient list (35). In other words, if
they were to use just one sweetener, it will be the first ingredient because there's more sweetener than any
other ingredient. Using multiple sweeteners means there's less of each, so they're further down the list. Most
people know to check the first couple ingredients, so by putting several sweeteners way down the list, food
manufacturers can make the food look healthier than it is. This is also a sneaky way to use less of an
expensive sweetener, like honey, and still be able to clean the food is “ sweetened with honey,” which
sounds much better than “ sweetened with high fructose corn syrup.” There are also more than 50 ways to
list sweeteners and then ingredients list without the word “sugar” ever appearing.

When you eat carbohydrates, your body breaks them down into a usable form of energy called glucose. You
can't keep more than 4 grams of glucose in your bloodstream at any given time; it needs to be either used or
stored. That's where insulin comes in. And someone is a hormone released by your pancreas when you eat
carbohydrates. Its job is to tell your cells to let nutrients (including glucose) in. Your brain and your red
blood cells get first dibs on glucose, so before anything else happens, your liver, which is the master



regulator of blood glucose levels, runs a check to make sure that your brain and red blood cells get what they
need. Then your body can move on to using or storing the remaining glucose, moving it from your
bloodstream into your body's “ storage bins”: your liver and your muscles. Glucose that is put into those
storage bins is called glycogen. Add you eat more and more carbohydrates, your body responds with more
and more insulin to help store that glucose for later Use. There's a catch, though: Your liver and muscles
have limited storage space for carbohydrates ( the exact amount varies from person to person). the
carbohydrates that don't fit become fat (38). while the body has limited storage for carbohydrates, it has
unlimited storage for fat (39). this fat is in the form of either triglycerides, which are fats that circulate in the
blood, or adipose, which is body fat.

Your liver is one of the major powerhouses of your metabolism. Is responsible for filtering up to two quarts
of blood each minute, clearing out toxins ranging from bacteria to chemical compounds like pharmaceutical
drugs, alcohol, and pesticides. If your liver is healthy, it gets rid of nearly all toxins and a dual phased
process. Many people don't realize the end addition to its detoxification duties, the liver also helps manage
blood sugar levels. So if your liver is overburdened with toxins and isn't in Tip-Top shape, blood sugar takes
a hit. You can support your liver by upping your intake of three delicious foods: Cruciferous veggies (
broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, Brussels sprouts, kale, bok choy, radishes, avocado, and eggs (44).

Ingredients that cause irritation for the skin include parabens ( found in a variety of lotions, cosmetics, and
cleaning products), sodium lauryl or laureth sulfate ( Austin and shampoos and body washes, listed as SLS/
sles), and oxybenzone (often in sunscreen and moisturizer). if you are interested and switching to a safer,
cleaner product, consider looking for one with charcoal in it for detox support, or check out the oil cleansing
method, which uses natural oils to cleanse the skin instead of potentially irritating or harmful soaps (50).

You crave what you eat. that means that the more you eat healthy foods, the more you'll crave those healthy
foods. And those healthy foods become even more enjoyable as your taste buds change in your body feels
better as a result of the improved nutrition (64). eating more carbs will not increase your cravings (66). A
sweet potato with some ghee and cinnamon is such a wonderful way to provide your body with good carb.
Sugar consumption plays a role in chronic inflammation in two main ways (68):
depleted nutrients stores from overconsumption of bad carbs lead to a chronic state of stress in the body, and
that means inflammation.
Chronically high and/or low blood pressure— that blood sugar roller coaster that comes from consistently
ingesting too many bad carbs— create a stress State for the body, and again, that means inflammation

When your blood sugar is in alternately spiking hit crashing throughout the day, your body's stress response
is lowered, which leads to an easier time falling asleep and more restful sleep. Furthermore, when you have
more energy throughout the day you can expend more energy, which also leads to more restful sleep (70).

“ there truly is no one prescription or formula for portion size” (74).

When you realize that you have the free will to choose to eat whatever you want, whenever you want, you
then realize that you also have the freedom to say no two foods that you don't truly want because you rather
feel great overall— even if you have a moment of wanting those foods (80).

Cinnamon is an aromatic spice. It helps regulate blood sugar while creating a taste affect that you're eating
something sweet, give me the satisfaction of a treat without tricking your body sweet taste response.
Cinnamon slows the rate at which the stomach empties, which helps keep blood sugar from spiking after
meals. Feel free to enjoy cinnamon on Foods at any time of day (106).



If you do nothing unexpected, nothing unexpected happens.”- Fay Weldon
Life isn't about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself. George Bernard Shaw
What you do everyday matters more than what you do once in awhile. Gretchen Rubin

Jan Gates says

Great recipes and ideas for ditching sugar. Love her book Practical Paleo too. Easy to make and tasty food!

Erin McDonnell-Jones says

This guide breaks down what to do day-by-day for the 21 Days of the sugar detox. It focuses on what meals
to eat, what to prep, and also provides journaling space for how you feel that day. Each day also provides a
preview for what you might be feeling that day. It’s a really good resource for someone who is
uncomfortable with Paleo, or how to prep, or what to expect.

Kimberly Taylor says

This is the best detox I have done EVER!


